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lew Editors 
To Take Helm 
On December 9, WPI Newspeak editorial elections 
re held with the following results : 
NEWSPEAK ELECTION RESULTS 
sociate Editors: 
ews Editor: 
eatures Editor: 
otograpby Editor: 
Douglas A. Knowles 
Bruce D. Minsky 
John M. Zimmerman 
Steve Fine 
. Rory O'Connor 
Peter J . Mulvihill 
Ellen L. King 
Russ Warnock 
Mike Wagner 
Richard Clapp 
Brian Young 
Tom May 
Ed Robillard 
culatlon M«r.: Dan Garfi 
The new staff will take over with the first issue of 
c. 
Please feel free to comment or contribute as we 
velop in the coming months. 
arewell Editorial 
BDM 
OAK 
It vvas a very good 
year sort of 
This year was really something. We've had our share 
triumphs and disappointments. We would like to think 
· publication has been a vehicle for a change and im-
vement on this campus. But that may be too 
umptuous. Let's just say we tried. 
Much of the criticism we have received has been 
erved. But more often we feel we've been right. 
We'd like to thank all those who made efforts to help us 
including all editors, writers, and staff). We'd also like to 
d a message to those who have given us nothing but 
'ef and destructive criticism- we won't miss you one 
'l. 
Even though our successors were elected without 
position, we feel that the editorial board is comprised of 
most competent staffers. They will be in much better 
cial shape than we were a year ago. We are confident 
t they can turn out a better product in the coming year. 
e best of luck to them. 
It's been reaJ, 
John, Jack, Dave 
,,,, 
Nlllilfl 
"••til• 
N .. ptlk Stall 
Warning to WPI Driwers: 
Citr to Enforce lew Parking Rules 
The Worcester Bureau of Traffic 
Engineering, in response to a City Council 
ordinance, will begin installing No 
Parking signs on or about December 19 
along Institute Road between West Street 
and Park Avenue. When these signs have 
been installed, there wilt be no parking 
allowed at any time on the north (campus) 
side of Institute Road. There will be no 
parking at any time on the south side of 
Institute between West Street and 
Schussler Road. Parking on the south side 
of Institute from Schussler Road to Park 
Avf>nllf> will be prohibited between 7 a.m . 
I 
and 6 p.m. From December 1 until April 1, 
the winter parking ban prohibits any 
parking on this section of Institute Road 
between midnight and 6 a.m . 
The First Baptist Church at the corner of 
Park A venue and Salisbury Street is 
making its parking lot available to WPI 
drivers during normal business hours of 
the college. In the interest of maintaining 
good neighbor relations, you are urged to 
use this lot rather than park in front of 
residences on the side streets between 
Institute Road and Highland Street. 
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Seniors Must Decide 
Caps and Gowns or I I I 
Seniors: 
We, the members of the Senior Class, 
now must make a decision concerning 
graduation. We have a choice whether or 
not to wear caps and gowns for com-
mencement. For business reasons (con-
tract ordering), we must make the 
decision immediately. In order to allow 
every member of our class the opportunity 
to express individual preference, I have 
mailed ballots to all class members. 
Please take the time to vote and return the 
ballot to my P.O. Box, 889 by Thursday 
afternoon, December 19. The result of the 
balloting will be published in Newspeak 
when classes resume in Term C. 
Patricia Graham 
t•r•• It or E1t It 
. 
Board Tosses Two From Cal 
The Campus Hearing Board after accepting a guilty plea to the charge of throwing 
food in the cafeteria, suspended two students from the cafeteria for the remainder of the 
term. 
Norton Bonaparte Jr. 
Chief Justice 
Student Government Academic Committee meetin& Tuesday, December 17 at 
7:00 p.m. in the Library Seminar Room. Discussion of faculty Committee work. 
IIIEITIRS: TilE HEED 
Are you • prectlclne o• prospective Inventor? 
Do you have e good Idea. but no wey to develop lt1 
Do you n .. d th• help of EE'e or ME'• to help develop your I d .. ? 
Do you Juat like theldN of c,.etlne end building your own ldeea1 
You ••• not alonell 
COME TO THE lOP CENTER ON DEC. 11 AT 4,00 FOR AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
The Idee Ia to aet up a am ell group of people lntereated In Inventing 
thlnga. Thla eroup will contain many different lndlvlduela with different 
apec:laltlee end lntereau. Together thla eroup will comprlae e complete 
dealen tum 
The function• of the group mleht Include: 
1 - to le•m th• bualne .. of Inventing 
2 - to talk ebout eech othe,. ldelllc:onatructlvely, of cou,.el 
3 - to collectively develop ldNa from conception to? laherlne 
proflta71 
The meetlne will be to talk ebout theae thlnea. ea wellea othera. 
THE INOEPENDENT INVENTOR HAS ALMOST NOTHING GOING FOR 
HIM. BUT A GROUP OF INVENTORS. WORKING TOGETHER. HAS A 
FIGHTING CHANCE. 
DORMS 
See you there 
Oon Genner 
CLOSED 
12:00 NOON SHARP 
SATURDAY 
DECEMBER 21st, 1974 
Editorials 
Fluids 
Case Closed 
In the absence of .. more 
fluids flak" this week, I find 
it appropriate to write this 
letter. I wish to apologize to 
Professor Meader and the 
rest of the WPI Community 
for the irresponsible 
journalism I exhibited in 
my editorial "Fluids." I do 
not wish to go into detail on 
my errors but just ask all 
concerned to accept my 
deepest apology. I was glad 
that something constructive 
did come of my efforts. 
However, I want everyone 
to know that I'm aware of 
my mistakes and have 
learned a great deal by 
them. 
Sincerely, 
John M. FitzPatrick 
A Parting Message 
This past Thursday, WPI had the fortune to have the world-renowned 
Dick Gregory on campus. Unfortunately. the reaction of most Techies 
could be typified by the question, "Who's that?" In answer to this, the 
knowledge gained better late than never, Dick Gregory is a comedian, 
author. recording artist, lecturer. and most importantly. a humanitarian. 
He has made the question or civil rights a call to the need for human 
dignity. According to Mr. Gregory, there is a social revolution in progress 
throughout America today. this revolution pits not Black against White, 
but right against wrong, and finds its participants throughout all of 
America's youth 
Dick Gregory began his talk by revealing the "comedian" in him. 
Actually, this comedy is more of a satirical comment on the general 
" morality pollution" in America, and quite naturally his prime target is 
the world of politics. Ranging from President Ford to Ex-President Nixon 
to Watergate to the CIA-FBI activity in Chile and America <the Allende 
overthrow and the SLA "kidnapping" or Patty Hearst> and on and on, he 
poked fun at the morality (and lack of ill in American government, 
criticizing the wiUingness of the American people to play the game and 
pretend all is well. The murders of Jack and Bobby kennedy and Martin 
Luther King, and the shooting of George Wallace were brought to fore. 
and subtly the CIA was implicated as being a driving factor behind these 
activities 
Behind these "joking" comments were remarks and observations 
designed to make one think about the slate of things in America today. As 
Dick explained. he said nothing good about America, because 
"knowledge of what's right won't cure a sick body." The underlying 
theme of his talk and rus feelings can be found in his repetition of "You 
young folks have a big job ahead of you; you don't have much time." This 
generation or America's young have refused to be brainwashed and 
programmed by those in power, and as a result don't have the ingrained 
prejudices of the older generation. A greater degree of open-minded.ness 
coupled with a greater social awareness makes ours a generation very 
su1ted to deal with soeial problems and injustices. U you think about it, 
isn't this what the Plan is trying to do with its IQP and the emphasis on 
competency rather than book-learning? But in fact, this improvement In 
man's attitudes towards his fellow man will not come about without 
concern, and the student apathy shown once again last Thursday night is 
certainly not a good beginning 
Perhaps the seniors think more of things like this. and if not. they 
should; we are leaving the protective "unreal' ' world of Worcester Tech 
to go into the working world of dealing with other prople. This apathy Is 
not the way to improve the world, but neither is the prejudicial capitalism 
of former generations. We have come to the point where concern for one's 
self (an not be enough. and we can expect no one to help change matters if 
we won't start ourselves. As all go into this Christmas season, remember 
that it celebrates the birth of the Christ child who was to help alJ in need, 
ult1mately by His death. May each of us remember this love of our fellow 
men as the spirit of Christmas and keep it with us always. 
Dick Gregory bas the spirit, and look at the good he has done for civil 
rights and human liberation .. "You young folks have a big job ahead of 
you ... and you don't have much time." 
Peace and Merry Christmas 
Dave 
Student 
Economy 
During Thanksgiving I had the 
opportunity to read a few 
newspapers and watch the news on 
TV - for a change. It did not take 
me long to catch wind of how 
senous the current economic crisis 
is. Layoffs and price increases 
were announced one after another. 
Last week I purchased a tube of 
toothpaste and found myself 
turning up my usual bJ;'and for one 
which was 4 cents cheaper. Then 1 
got to thinking - How do WPI 
students view the economic 
dilemma? My impression is that 
many are hardly aware of It, while 
many of those who are aware of the 
situation are pretty much un-
concerned. 
It's time for au or us to grow up 
and realize the fact that the 
economy is something to leave for 
our parents to worry about. Dick 
Gregory had a valid message when 
he said the youth of today have the 
responsibility to turn this country 
around. 
It's easy to Ignore rising prices 
when we can still afford them or 
when our parents are footing the 
bill. It's also easy to ignore job 
layoffs when we have yet to 
graduate or when we see a fair job 
market for graduates. What I 
question is whether we <the 
youths) students are failing to look 
ahead. 
Let us set the pace for the future 
by being sensitive to current 
economic problems. All aspirin 
ARE allke so buy the cheap one. 
Shop around for sales - you can 
really save more money. It 
wouldn't hurt to do without a few 
luxuries. · 
By now I bet most of you students 
are laughing <that's if you cared 
enough to read this to begin with>. 
Laugh all or you now for you might 
not live to have a chance to do so 
later. 
JMF 
P .S Merry Christmas 
& 
Happy New Year 
or as Time magazine puts it 
Recession Greetings 
Editorials We Didn't 
Have Time to Write 
- Hope all you Civils Had Fun 
with your "three week" com-
petency. 
- -Athletic Department priorities 
are getting better everyday - Our 
championship bowling team is still 
a club sport while footbalJ con-
tinues to throw away our money. 
-Thank you, Mr. Pierce for 
painting Earle Bridge green - we 
love it I Take good care or that fort 
of yours. 
- Dean Trask, we love you - but 
if we were you, we wouldn't stick 
around after what HE did to you -
unless HE leaves first. 
rest 
Don't have time to write the 
GOOD BYE!! 
JMF 
JCM 
ffappy Jfotidays 
etters • • 
Consortium Bus -
Complaint and Reply 
Dear Sirs, 
I wrtte this letter in the hopes 
that it may affect a much needed 
change 1n the current system of 
shutUe bus service I find that the 
busses run late. consistantly. 
Sometimes they are only a few 
minutes late. but. 1 have seen and 
ridden on buses that were over 
haJf an hour late. There are some 
legitimate reasons for being 
behind schedule, but, and this is 
my major complamt. there IS no 
reason for a driver to be ten or 
fifteen minutes late lo work. For 
example, yesterday, Nov. 25 at 
7: JOa.m. lsaw Bus No. 2at Lamda 
Chi Alpha Fraternity. ll should 
have left Tech at 7:00a.m T know 
that there were people waiting for 
the bus Why was It late? 
Another thing I have noticed is 
that the drivers seldom if ever 
have the correct lime How dlf· 
ficult is it to set a watch before 
leaving for work ? One might even 
arrive on lime if that were the 
case 
T ask that any student with 
similar complaints, write to the 
Consortium Office. tlheir address 
is at the top of all the Revised 1974-
t975 Bus Schedules>. so that those 
m charge w11l know what IS nght or 
wrong with their present system. 
Mark Gaudette 
To the Editors : 
Before beginmng my letter I 
would like to thank the editors of 
Newspeak for giving me the op-
portumty to explain how the 
Consortium Shuttle Buses are run 
and operated Hopefully this will 
clear up some of the problems 
encountered by Mark Gaudette 
and other passengers riding the 
Cont. p. ~. col. 1 
lORE LETTERS 
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Washington D.C. or Bust 
Voiees of Experience ditorial: Only 47 Sign Up 
or D.~. Proj. Center To the Editors : By now you've allst-en the bri&ht 
yellow posters around campu:; 
reading .. " IS WASHINGTON 
nng the past week and a half 
nts had the opportunity to 
up for the Washington Project 
ter. However, a shockingly 
II number <471 of students took 
ntage of thP opportunity. Out 
approximately 1000 eligible 
· rs and Sophomores we find it 
to believe that only 47 are 
sled in spending seven really 
yable weeks in Washington . 
kc Cor instance the work 
ule. Couldn't you see going to 
k 9·5 five days a week with lilUe 
no outside work during the 
ts and weekends . After 
ding four days in D.C., you can 
· ve us when we say there ts 
a b1t to do in your spare time. 
seven weeks you could not 
bly take in all the sightseeing 
is available. From the com-
Don't forget about the projects . FOR YOU?" Maybe you've given 
too Gel a chance to work with the it some thought, and decided 
Council on Environment Quality, against applying tor the 1975·1976 
the Department or Health , academic year . Perhaps you 
Education, and Welfare, the U.S . hadn't even considered it . 
Product Safety Commission, or Whichever category you place 
even the National Science Foun· yourself in, I feel that you are 
dation . Get a chance to meet some doing yourself a grave inJustice for 
b1g wheels, and maybe make a few not at least tnvestigating for 
connections that could help you in yourself what il would be hke to do 
the future. a project in Washmgton . 
Looking at the total pi<:ture, For myself I know It was the 
you're a damn fool if you do not most rewarding, and " intense" 
consider the opportunities for you educational <and social l ex-
at the Washington Project Center. perience I have yet to encounter. I 
We guarantee some !probably did a project for the National 
most> of you won't want to come Institute of Education, in the area 
back to Worcester after spending a of satellite television education . 
mere seven weeks in the nation's My project work took me to the 
capital. Goddard Manned Space Flight 
Did we whet your interest? Then Center in Maryland, and to the 
why not go to the Q & A session on 
Wednesday, December 17, 3:00-
headquarters of the federation of 
Rocky Mountain States in Denver. 
Colorado. While the trip to Denver 
isn't what l would term a common 
Washington project occurrt>nce. it 
does prove that a project ex· 
perience 10 Washington is one that 
could not be duplicated anywhere 
else in the world 
People may claim that New 
York, or London are where it's 
happenmg, but let me tell you . . 1t 
just ain't so! All the power in the 
world is in D.C., as are the best 
libraries, museums. and "social 
experiences." The excitement of 
the city awed me at times; but the 
entire experience has left me with 
a better sense of direction. 
David Eves 
Dear Editors: 
There really 1s no comparison 
between Washington, D.C. and 
Worcester. I went to Waahln&ton A 
term and did my IQP and l have 
apph~ to retUrn to WashiJlSlon 
next year to do my MQP. The 
workload IS probably the same as 
that of tokmg three courses but the 
work is a lot easier to take in 
Washington . It's nice to be done 
\\Jth your project in one term so 
)OU can forget about it. 
As long as you have a project 
that interests you 1t's pretty hard 
to have a bad time in Washington . 
Thf' only people who wouldn't find 
a good time when they're not 
working on the1r project are those 
people who don't have good times 
anywhere. lt'a a long way to go to 
do a project but It's nice to be 
outs1de of the WPl communltv and 
see what it's like to live in the real 
world before you graduate. If you 
have any questions about 
WashinJttOn, my box number is 225 
-Brian BamOIIti 
ts of students presently in D.C. 
social life which exists at local 
versities IS far beyond that 
in Worcester. 
4 :30p.m . in Higgins House. Wme 
and cheese will be served. 
JMI" 
JCM WASHIII&TOI QUESTIOIII AIISWER 
ARE YOU ABOUT TO WRITE A PROJECT REPORT? 
Visit the " Project Clinic" 
Helpf ul hints on: 
- report organizat ion 
- presentat ion of graphics 
- writ ing abstracts 
- developing clarity of style 
Staff: Professors Grogan, Demetry, 
Keil, Schachterle 
Date: Monday, December 16, 1974 
Time: 3:00 · 4:00 
Place: Hiains 109 
Dining In 
On Friday evening December 
, 1974, the WPI Department of 
tary Science <ROTC> held iLl 
lh annual Din ing-ln. T he 
g-In is a CUllom which began 
y years aso in Britain. It is 
· ed that it began with mon.U 
the1r monasteries and later 
ed by the military for the 
ers' mea. The Diniag-ln ia in 
parts. First the formal dinner 
then an l!tfonnal gathering (or 
erl afterwards. 
ThiJ year'• Dining-in was held 
Alden Hall. The r oom was 
Into two sections. The front 
set up with tables for dinner 
the rear u a bar gathering 
lor before and alter dinner. A 
a1 word or thanks goes to the 
Woodman Higains Armory 
m for their very generous 
of four very old, very valuable 
very beautiful suita or armor. 
hung on the walls were the 
or all fifty states and four 
tories . That night Alden Hall 
a different place to be. 
Inner commenced at 7 :30, 
ed was a gastronomic delight 
red by Bob Acorn. Much to 
surpriSe ol all, it wa!; quite 
e a nd enjoyable. After dinner 
fes{ivJties moved back to do 
ce to the bar. "A good hme 
hnd by all .'' 
Find out: 
* what the Washington Project Center is like 
* how to schedule a term away from Worcester 
* what sort of projects are available 
* what it costs 
Hi11ins House 
WadnesdaJ, December 18 
from 3:00 to 4:30 
Wine and cheese will be sened. 
" BUT S€.RIOU5l..V, FOL.KS, ABOUT "f"HA.T SURCHARGE .... " 
P.o"C" 
Congress 
b\ Jc•hn ZunrnNrniUl 
Last Tuesdav. Ut><.-ember tilh. a 
collection o! ~ople met to \\hf'el 
and deal 10 a game called 
Congress . Thr gamt' was 
developed in order to srmulate 
Congres~. aud m the process, to 
teach people how the Lcgtslat1ve 
branch of the go\'t'rnment works 
Congress 1s a board game. e\'en 
though the action often goes off the 
board when a ~roup or people 
gather to make a deal or a party 
calls for a caucus As tn the real 
thmg, there are two houses and a 
certain number or Senators and 
Representatives, who make the 
laws In this version there were 
four bills which were to be brought 
through Congress, an Agriculture, 
Defense, Urban Development, and 
an Environmental bill. Each 
person was given a role, to play 
using a role card. This card gave a 
voting record, the economic base. 
various statistics on population. 
the are:~ ot the count!") and tht.' 
pt>r~uns agt' alld ~ears 10 t 'ongress 
Act·ordmg to the number or 
"ears and the commlltre:> ont' \\as 
~n. the chairperson was cho. en 
rhe btlls went through ~Ub · 
committies and comm1tties and on 
to the floors of the respectrve 
Houses. Only one bill \\ i'lS agreed 
on by both Houses. and the 
President - the Agriculture bill . 
The Defense bill was vetoed and 
the veto was not overridden. ·The 
Environment bill was killed in the 
Senate, and the Urban Develop· 
ment blll was passed in its original 
form by the !louse. but had two 
amendments added to it by the 
time it left the Senate. It e\•entually 
wound up dymg in a conference 
Committee because the Senate 
members and the Housemembers 
couldn't agree on a final form. We 
urge everyone in the future to 
participate who enjoys playing 
games to come in the series of IQP 
Center games. 
Gallo Borcott 
by Tracy Apple 
(CPS>- An adverti!ing war has 
been waged on the pages or college 
newspapers and national 
magazines. 
The opening attack was 
spearheaded by a series of ads 
from the United Farm Workers' 
Union fUFW). Their objective: to 
solicit support for a national 
boycott or wines bottled by Gallo 
Winery. the largest wine producer 
in the world. 
Launchmg a $13 million anti· 
boycott campaign. Gallo recently 
armed itself with the ultimate ad 
Gallo reprinted a UFW ad, circled 
key points and attempted to refute 
each with notes in the margin . In 
addition. a bhtz of anti-UFW 
letters were sent to religious 
leaders. student organizations and 
coUege newspapers which have 
supported the wine boycott. 
Gallo's counterattack was 
grounded in economics. Since the 
UFW boycott was initiated in 1973, 
Gallo sales have dropped from 9 
per cent to 19 per cent according to 
conflicting reports Other 
developments in the wine industry 
have complicated toe p1cture. but 
the Wall Street Journal, for one. 
has at least parhally attributed the 
sales decline to the boycott. 
According to the UFW, key 
support for the boycott has come 
from students. Boone's Farm, 
Ripple and Thunderbird have been 
familiar brand names to college 
students. Cbeap, fruity, barely 
alcoholic, these and several other 
Gallo "pop wines'' were designed 
specifically for student tastes and 
budgets Student boycott of these 
wines bas triggered much of 
Gallo's floundering sales. the 
farm-workers have maintained. 
The wine dispute began nearly 
two years ago, after Gallo refused 
to renew a six-year-old contract 
with the UFW and instead signed 
up the Teamsters. By UFW ac-
counts, nearly half of the Gallo 
workforce then refused to go to 
work, preferring instead lhe picket 
lines. Gallo fired all the workers 
who went on strike. and the 
Teamster contract was ratified by 
a vote of strikebreakers 
"The Teamsters don't organize 
workers, they organize growers," 
UFW president Cesar Chavez 
charged. "They sign sweetheart 
contracts with the growers and tell 
the workers they now belong to the 
umon." 
More strikes erupted all over 
California and. according to the 
UFW. S65-a-day Teamster Union 
goons created violent Incidents 
wherever demonstrations formed. 
The three cornered UFW-Gallo· 
Teamster battle then spread to the 
LeHer - Con't. from P•l• 2 
Shuttle. I am presently serving as 
Bus Manager of the three Con-
sortium Shuttle Buses and 
received a copy or Mark's letter 
from my superiors at the Office of 
Consortium for Higher Education. 
It seems to me that the major 
problem Mark has encountered 
centers around the departure time 
of the three buses. For those people 
who are familiar with the buses, 
you are aware that each bus 
contams a small handwound clock 
What most riders don't know is 
that these clocks are set by tbe 
large tower clock atop or Boynton 
Hall. J don't claim that this clock is 
always correct yet it serves as a 
well located, easily accessible, 
standaad time piece .. Mark states 
in his leller · "the drivers seldom If 
ever have the correct time." 
Unfortunately we can not set our 
clocks to Mark's watch . I therefore 
suggest Mark check the time atop 
of Boynton Hall before making 
such general accusations. 
Except for the ment1on of the one 
1ncident on Nov. 25, Mark con-
tinues to generalize by stating: "I 
have seen and ridden on buses that 
were over half an hour late." I 
tried to confront Mr Gaudette 
concerning this particular 
statemPnt and was told he had left 
for Ccslifor111a and would not be 
back until after Christmas. If the 
buses ran over a haJC an hour late 
very often I'm sure someone would 
have complained long before this. 
If one or the buses did run over a 
half an hour late, I would tend to 
believe that it was an issolated 
example and there probably was a 
valid excuse such as a breakdown. 
Please consider the following 
facts and figures relative to the bus 
operation. The three buses are on 
the road a total or 195 hours a week. 
They cover 12 to 15 miles each hour 
and run continually from 7:00a.m. 
to 7:00 p.m. There are about 22 
different bus drivers and about six 
driver changes for each bus each 
day. Over 1300 riders are trans-
ported each week between six 
colleges, four nursing schools, the 
Art Museum, and the Craft Center. 
I feel these facts should be con· 
sidered before any conclusions 
about the efficiency of the bus 
service are made. 
If anyone has any complaints or 
ideas concerning the buses please 
call me c Mark Cosenza> or Tom 
Descoteaux at Lambda Chi Alpha 
<791-6066) or stop down to see us . I 
will be more than happy to discuss 
any situation with you. 
Mark Cosenza 
C'onsortmm Bus Manager 
() ro·a 11 i (' b 
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t PERSONAl RElATIONSHIPS l OUR SCHOOL NEEDS SOMETHING' 
' A 1ur"av was rocenllv liken of che freshman and Sophomore eta .. l concornmu People ••laclonahlpa ••• end ocher rather senaluva 11511 111 
' Tho results 11111 os f e llows " 
l 18 par cant Reaponded 
' 711 par cenl An1wered YES co Do vou thonk there •• a need for 
~tnn• \\ 1'1 hns aboh:;hed the 
lurmnltt\ nl J->rPn·qulsrtes for 
~ntenng l'ourses. thE' student 1S 
often lt.'ft un<.'l'l tam a!> 111 ''hat 1s 
expt>cted or h1m or her ac; 
background As far as organ1c 
chE'mlstry. CH 3310. IS concerned I 
"'1sh to ll'a\'e no doubt in ~our mind 
nn thrs score 
t program daahng woth pereon•l releloonshlol on c:ampus? 
1 
41 1 par cent Anawered YES IO If an lnformel program such as thoe _, Th 
omplementad would vou auend1 .. 
t 70 per cant .-relarred n•ghl seulone Wor< 7 1 Aauo ol Mal• 1o Female Aeaponle 
t The moal '•"orad copoc:a of doecuu•on war•o• follows anno exhil 1 ConcreCIPI•on 
t 2 Values end Oeclaoon Mekong Coe, 3 Oorm Relauons impr 
t • love 5 Marreage 1n Su 
I shall :.tart w llh the assumption 
that you have had Berka's CH 2040 
in term A Since perhaps 2o-25 of 
those who will start organic wtll 
not hav~ had this background, you 
should makt> it your business to 
learn those matters taken up InCH 
2040 that will be needed In CH 3310. 
This by no means Includes all the 
content of CH 2040 
t 6 Double Career Memaue man 7 Sew Role• patnl We era varv much encouraged by I he above result a and atepa are no. t bemg caken to organlre a seminar dlecuulon aeri ... a 1 ometlme ,,. March. Fran We •PPIIICilte vour anthusleam and woll keap vou onformad. studi 
t Kant Baschw1u Acad James Hell 1 L Jeffrey McCI .. n ear) 
--------------- paint n=============================================al Coop A cad 
I \\Ill make an AV tape cmaybe 
several 1 during the Christmas 
break. called "prereqUJsites for 
Organic Chemistry" to help you. 
Basically you should know about 
bonding. the structures of simple 
inorgamc materials, dissociation 
of weak acrds and bases. pH. the 
elements of atomic and molecular 
orbitals. and organic nomen-
clature. There are already two 
tapes on this last topic, and 
everyone in CH 2040 was told to 
absorb their contents. 
There will be a few Items in the 
new tape(sl that are not normally 
covered in any course now at WPI 
before you get to organic. So it 
won't exactly hurt all prospective 
organickers to take a look at the 
new tapes . 
Have a lovely holiday - and I'U 
be around during lntersession to 
answer questions. 
David Todd 
marketplace and the Gallo boycotl 
was tnstituted. 
The Teamster rationale for its 
union busting was that it would use 
its power to improve the lot of the 
farmworker . The Teamsters 
"want to better wages and working 
conditions," Teamsters Union 
President Frank E. Fitzsimmons 
has said . 
Such improvements, however, 
have been sadly lacking, Chavez 
has noted. 
Under the old UFW contract 
<:h1ld labor was proh1bited: Gallo 
workers were protected from 
deadly pesticides and provided 
with a credit union, hiring hall, and 
effective sen1ority and job security 
system~; ln addition, portable 
toilet facilities and cool drinking 
water with individual cups. were 
brought rnto the fields. 
All of lhose improvements were 
dropped or ignored by the 
Teamster contract, according to 
the UFW. 
'rhe Ufo'W hiring hall was par-
ticularly a sore spot for the Gallo 
Brothers . Under the hiring hall 
Dear Editors : 
"SAU"A GOES CO-ED" 
Beginning on December 16 the sauna will be open fer 
both sexes. Appropriate clothing will be worn. 
Sauna Hours Are : 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
11:30 a.m.-S: 30 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
t : JOa.m.-4:00 p .m . 
( Look for different hours during vacation periods.) 
ROBERT W. PRITCHARD 
Head, Department Physical 
Education and Athletics 
system the power to allocate jobs 
and security, usually left solely to 
Gallo farm supervisors, fell to the 
workers themselves. To get a job a 
worker received a dispatch from 
the hiring hall, and dispatches 
were assigned on the basis of 
seniority . 
So instead of th~ grower con· 
trolling the farm labor force 
through his hiring and firing 
power, the union controlled it. This 
did not sit well with Ernest Gallo. 
Gallo complained of cronyism and 
favoritism in the hirtng hall system 
and claimed that the workers also 
rejected the arrangement. It was 
ror those reasons. he said, that he 
signed a contract with the 
Teamsters 
Recently. the Gallo·UFW con· 
nict reared its ugly head in the 
California state legislature! The 
UFW. with strong AFL·CIO 
backing. sponsored a workers 
secret ballot election bill which 
would give farm workers the right 
to choose their union. 
Unlike the National Labor 
Relations Act- under which Gallo 
wants farm workers included -
this btU did not carry the riders 
ruling out boycotts and harvest 
time strikes. Under sue 
Teamster lobbying, however. 
proposal was defeated. 
The UFW was knocked a 
blow when an October court 
prohibited it from filing 
lawsuits against the Teamsters 
federal and state courts thro 
California. This time, fate 
the other way and the order 
recently overturned in the U 
Court or Appeals . 
Generally. the Teamster 
alliance has enjoyed the adva 
tn the conflict. 'rhe UFW, 
once had close to 55,000 
paying members and nearly 
contracts as down to a c 
membership or 10,000 and a 
dozen contracts, Ram 
reported By contrast, 
Teamsters have some 50,000 ~ 
worker members under aboUt 
contracts In addition, both 
and the Teamsters have 
money at their disposal than 
the UFW 
Still, the t,JFW bas staked 
hopes on the boycott cam 
"Don't swallow Gallo's adve · 
campaign. ''Buying some 
wine won't make much diffe 
in y"ur life- but it will make a 
d1fference in the lives of tho 
of farm workers." 
In response to Mr Kaplan's letter in your 
newspaper's December 3 issue lthe general gist of 
which I found infantile>. I would like to question his 
definition of a "classical education." In institutions of 
higher learning, a classical education bas been. since 
medieval times, a way of exposing the student to the 
var1ed spheres of knowledge. There is more to life 
than " the fundamental laws of math, physical 
science and engineering." This is not to say that there 
is anything wrong with being an engineer !God Cor-
bid! I. What is intolerable, though is being a closed· 
minded person. 
Rush-Hour Blues 
a 
Washington Stude 
I wonder iC Mr. Kaplan realizes how much his 
"classical education" left out? From his description 
of his educational experience, I Imagine him lo be a 
sterile human computer. Would his system "crash" if 
some Dickens were typed in? Could he see anything 
In Mondrian's paintings besides geometric con· 
figurations? Has he been exposed to the real classics 
which are Greek and Latin? Is there no beauty in a 
BeethoVi!n sonata because Mr. Kaplan cannot 
comprehend it? Mr. Kaplan. can you even do a 
crossword puzzle? 
The purpose of the new WPT system is to provide 
engineers with a broader outlook on life than the one 
with which Mr. Kaplan left college. Mr. Kaplan, "Je 
pense, done Je su1s." You don't think, therefore, you 
aren't. 
Diane Schofield 
P.S. I chose not to bother to comment on the fact that 
Mr Kaplan's letter shows him to be an insufferable 
snob After all, what new is left to say about a l>igot? 
Faceless pl'ople f meet each day, 
A few seem to be looking for the way 
Some of U1em are talking. 
But most are silent. 
Some are reading the papers. they buy, 
While others just rest the1r eyes, 
But most of them JUSt seem to stare. 
They really are looking nowhere. 
A!'k them who was next to them today, 
I bet I know what they will say, 
"l didn't look at my side 
My only hope is to home or work 1 arri\'e 
This 1s what I always see. 
on the way to work and back in good old D 
I'm sure 1t's the same in all big cities, 
but isn't it a real pity. 
No cares at all about each other 
What do we really have to fear? 
Isn't 11 an awful shame. 
hut I'm sur~· t>ven I art the same! 
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Theodore Coe 
Exhibit 
The George C Gordon Library or 
Polytechnic Institute 
the opening of a new 
or paintings by Theodore 
American post-
t!Hire:sStll>niSl. Coe was born in 1866 
, New York. As a young 
he traveled to Europe, 
mting and studymg in England. 
ce and Italy. In Paris he 
at the Carlo Rosst Art 
and became interesled in 
Italian and Renaissance 
ngs Mr Coe also studied at 
Unhm and the National 
_ ......... "'y or Design in New York, 
rooklyn A1t Guild, and his 
for nature was developed 
the tutelage or John 
htman. 
For many years Coe followed the 
.,tasc>ns. painting Cape Cod Iand-
in the summer, Virginia in 
spring and fall, and Florida in 
winter. He exhibited often ln 
twenties and was acclaimed by 
critics. Unfortunately the 
trag1c death of his son in 1926 
tr1ggered his retirem~nl from the 
t>asel. lie spent h1s last years 
ernploymg his expert knowledge of 
and expertence with pigments, 
medtums and techniques in 
restoration and con~ervation. His 
death came in 1958 at the age of 92 
The followmg is from an old Boston 
Transcript revie\\ " The Coe 
manner 1s such a lyrical and in 
d1vidual one that it removes his 
work from comparison with the 
usual run of exhibits and phrases 
which mtght be applied to 
them .... Mr Coe is at his rinest , 
making animated all-over patterns 
through which gleam enough 
pictorial data to hold them 
together and excite the interest or 
the observer." 
The exhibition runs from 
December 2 to December 20, 1974 
and is being circulated nationally 
by Dorothy T . Van Arsdale 
Associates of Alexandria. Virginia 
LETS LIVE 
ITUP-
A Students Guide 
To 
Worcester 
Available Today 
At 
The Bookstore 
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Worcester Art Museum 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANSEL 
ADAMS 
The work or one of the most 
renowned American 
photographers, Ansel Adams, will 
be shown at Lhe Worcester Art 
Museum January 15-February 23, 
1975 The showing is of special 
interest smce the 72-year·old 
photographer htmself decided on 
the format of the exhibition and 
personally selected all the 
photographs on view, not only from 
his six published portfolios, but 
also unpublished pictures, and a 
group of 40 original Polaroid Land 
photographs. 
One hundred and fifty -six 
photographs are included in the 
exhibition, which was organized by 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
and shown there in the spring of 
1974. Admirers of Adams' work 
who are familiar with his 
magnificent photographs of the 
American West will find new 
surprises as well as old favorites, 
since the Polaroid Land prints a re 
unique works impossible of 
duplication and have had only one 
previous public showing, In 
California. 
The photographs span more than 
35 years of Adams' amazingly 
productive work life. Scenes or lbe 
western states predominate, in 
broad and splendid vistas, close-
up:; ot rocks or plants, changing 
seasons as vaned as nature ttself. 
Many f~ature the great National 
Parks such as Yosemite in 
Ca lifornia , Grand Teton m 
Wyommg, McKinley in Alaska, 
Great Smoky Mountains In Ten-
nessee. Death Valley Monument m 
California, or Sunset Crater 
Monument m Arizona. The 
Polaroid prints show his beloved 
California but also diverse subjects 
like a church in West Virginia , a 
street scene in Boston, a 
gravestone carving in New 
Hampshire, and a portrait of the 
late Margaret Bourke-White taken 
in Connecticut. 
Adams was born In San Fran-
cisco ott February 20, 1902, of New 
England descent. He took his first 
photographs at the age or 14 in the 
Yosemite VaJley, the beginning of 
an awe and admiration for the 
grandeur or the American West 
that has continued aU his life, as a 
photographer, a mountaineer, and 
a dedicated conservationist. 
Adams photographic career was 
launched in the late 1920s, and for 
two decades be took an active and 
influential role in the development 
of photography as a fine art. He 
worked with Alfred Stieglitz in his 
gallery, An Amer ican Place, in 
''""' Vork Citv in the 1930's. With 
Edward Weston and others he 
founded Group f-64 to explore the 
expressive potentials of "pure" 
photography He helped m the 
rounding of the first museum 
photography department at the 
Museum of Modern Art in New 
York in 1940, and in 1946 he rounded 
a department of photography at 
the California School of Fine Arts. 
In 1946 he received the first of three 
Guggenheim Fellowship Awards to 
photograph National Parks and 
Monuments. and his journeys took 
him throughout the United States, 
including Alaska and Hawaii. 
When the Worcester Art Museum 
began its photography collection in 
1962 with a showing entitled Ideas 
in Images, the work of ten leading 
American photographers, Adams 
was among those in the exhibition. 
Since then the honors heaped upon 
him have included Ule John Muir 
Conservation Award, election to 
the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, a Doctor of Humanities 
degree from Occldental College, a 
Conservation Service Award from 
the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, a Progress Medal from 
the Photographic Society of 
America, and a Chubb Fellowship 
from Yale University. 
Riley, remember this one? 
"Tllo ~ TltE ..4/.Mn,S 11o1 
W"iE~61'1n" OtOtJ'T ~ 
!His Gooo .... 
BLOOD 
DRIVE 
ACM 
News ~-....~L--'1: ~@...,..._-.II 
COlli& 
FEB. 10-13 
watch for details 
On Thursday, December 12, 1974, 
the Worcest.!r Area College 
Student Chapter of the Association 
for Computing Machinery CACM 1 
held elections under the direction 
of acting president, Edward 
Perkins. Those elected were: 
President: Greg Walsh , Vice· 
Pres Bruce Keith . Sec -Treas. Len 
Goldberg 
At the conclusion of the busmess 
meeting, Greg Walsh lectured the 
groul) on the basic set-up of the 
Dec-system 10 here at W.P.J ., with 
the possibility or further lectures 
on various aspects of the Dec-10. 
The Association for Computing 
Machinery is a student and 
professional organization open to 
those persons Interested in the art 
and science of information 
processing. All Worcester Area 
College Student Chapter meetings 
are open to the general public. 
Scott Sllfller 
Publicity Commillre 
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Bye-Bye 
See You Term C, Maybe! Fitz and Jack ! 
"' 
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WEEKLY SPEEIAL 
Tas Loopholes, Pentagon Under Fire 
by Jack Andenon 
WASHINGTON - The new Congress won't convene until next month, 
but it is already gearing up the legislative machinery. The liberals are 
getting ready to bulldoze a New Dealish program through Congress ~hile. 
the conservatives are still in disarray. 
The liberal majority is lining up legislation to start the economy 
hwnmlng again. They will push for a major public worka program to 
provide jobs for the Wlemployed. They will present President Ford with 
standby controls to hold down wages, prices and profits. They wUI vote 
out bills to grant crtdit relief, large unemployment compensation and 
national health insurance. 
But the most ambitious undertaking of the new Congress will be a 
complete rewrite of the tax laws Many of the lax loopholes, including the 
oil-depletion allowance, will be plugged up. Tbe new laws will grant less 
tax relief to the rich and more to the poor. 
The winners in last month's elections may also mal(e a loser out of the 
Pentagon . Many or the newly elected members have publicly supported a 
reduction m m1lltary spending. 
Even the Armed Services committees, traditfonal patsies for the 
Pentagon, may get tougher with the brass hats. But military officials are 
most concerned about tenacious Rep. Jack Brooks, D.·Tex • who will take 
control of the powerful Government Operations Committee in January. 
Brooks lS one of Cap1tol Hill 's most stubborn investigators. The 
Pentagon is parllcularly worried that he wtll revive the long dormant 
m11itary investigations sub-committee. Since Brooks has no major 
military installations or defense contractors in his home district, the 
military men rear he will have no sacred cows to honor. 
GOP SacrUice : Inflation has caused most Americans to tighten their 
belts. But even as President Ford was calling for sacrifice, the governors 
or has own polllicill party were living it up in a style that would make a 
sheik look tacky 
The 17 Republican governors who showed up for their recent con· 
rerence in St. Louis were guarded by a throng of security men - two for 
each politico Fifty limousines and a cadre of 80 National Guardsmen 
drivers were used to chauffeur the bigwigs around. And when they went 
home, the governors were inundated with a horde of gifts: quills, fruit 
baskets, Wedgewood plates, a St. Louis Symphony album , a charm 
bracelet, sorghum and honey, candy, a silk scarf and a rose. 
The main event, however, was the dinner. 
The governors and their guests - a total of 450 - preped their palates 
withchampaane and wine, then dined on $1~,000 worth or food, including 
poached sole on spinach with aheJTy sauce, cranberry sherbert, prime 
ribs, over-brown potatoes, assorted vegetables and cheese and 
~trawberries. 
Incredibly, the GOP chieftains held their dinner-not once, but twice. 
Just to make sure the event was perfectly planned, local Republicans 
rehearsed It two weeks before the conference. 
The Republicans said the coat of their dinner was about half of what it 
was in previous years. They cut back, one planner said, because of the 
world food shortage. 
Third Werlcl Tyranny: President Ford and Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger are deeply disturbed over the continued domination of the 
United Natlons by the countries of the Third World. 
They fear that if the Arabs, black Africans and other undeveloped 
countries continue to use their majority to pass ridical resolutions, 
r.ongres.s and the American public wiU sour on the United Nations. 
Congress has already cut millions of dollars from the usual U.S. 
contributors to U.N. agencies. The lawmakers were upset, for example, 
when the Third World delegates expelled South Africa from the General 
\ ssembly. A similar move failed in lhe Securtty Councal only because the 
United States, Britain, and France vetoed it. 
The next step. the White House secretly fears , will be a move to expel 
Israel from the world organization. lt was this distressing thought, in 
tact, which compelled the United States to veto the South African 
resoturion . 
In a speech approved by the White House, America 's U.N. 
Ambassador, John Scali, recently censured the Third World nations for 
the direction an which they are pushing th~ world body. As planned, U1e 
representatives of France, Belgium, Sweden, Britain and West Germany 
rouowed Scali to the rostrum with similar admonitions. 
Their m~ge was clear: Unless the Arabs, Africans and other 
undeveloped nahons forget the1r narrow causes and return to the world of 
compromise and negotiation, the United Nations is doomed. 
Russian Fantasy: There are signs that the Russians are tiring of the 
Middle East mess. A joke currently making the rounds In Moscow 
illustrates the point. It goes like this. 
Former Israeli leader Golda Me1r, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat 
and Soviet party chief Leonid Brezhnev are in a rowboat on a peaceful 
lake. There ls a clap of thunder, and a voice says : " I'll grant each of you 
one wish." Golda asks that the Arab hordes be made to disappear. Sadat 
requests the annihilation of Israel. Whereupon, Brezhnev asks, " Is It true 
that you granting these wi.Jbes?" 
"Yes," responds lhe voice. 
" In that caae," says Brezhnev, "May I have a cup of tea , please. With 
lemon." 
Lyndon'• Letters: The fastidious bureaucrats at the State Depart· 
ment used to be driven up the wall by the late President Johnson. 
Frequently, Lyndon's old friends would stop by the White House on their 
way ov~rseaa and Johnson would say, "How about taking a message to 
Golda?' · Or, "Give a note to de Galle for me." He would then scribble hia 
messages on a piece of stationery, leaving no permanent record for the 
bureaucrats tOt file away. 
Gola« Home: Senator James Abourezk, the populist Democrat from 
South Dakota, has decided to change bla residence. For two years be has 
been living in an upper-class neighborhood ln Washington and he says, he 
is tired of it " I have become a WasblngtonJan," he told us, "and that's 
not fair to my South Dakota conatltuenta." In an effort to become a South 
Dakotan once atain, he will soon rent a small Washinaton apartment and 
commute to his borne state on weekends and holidays. 
WPI Newspeak Tuesday, Dec. 17, 1974 
H_appJ Ho 
from the WPI 
Christ ·Climbed Down 
The following excerpt/rom a poem by Lawrence Ferlinghetti 
is contributed by the Protestant Coordinator for W.P .I .• Rev. 
Stan Culy. Comments or interpretations are welcome. Drop them 
off at Box 1063 or phone 755·4462.) 
Christ climbed down 
from His bare Tree 
this year 
and ran away to where 
there were no rootless Christmas trees 
hung with candycanes and breakable stars ... 
Christ climbed down 
from- His bare Tree 
this year 
and ran away to where 
no fat handshaking stranger 
in a red flannel suit 
and a fake white beard 
went around passing himself off 
as some sort of North Pole saint 
crossing the desert to Bethlehem 
Pennsylvania 
in a Volkswagon sled 
drawn by rollicking Adirondack reindeer 
with German names ... 
Chriat climed down 
from His bare Tree 
this year 
and softly stole away into 
some anonymous Mary's womb again 
where in the darkest night 
of everybody's anonymous soul 
He awaits again 
an unimaginable 
and impossibly 
Immaculate Reconception 
the very craziest 
of Second Comings 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti 
Christianit, Replies 
Dear Editors · 
In the Nov. 191ssue of Newspuk, 
an article was published in whJch 
Mr. Gary Davis said that many 
professing Christians are not 
necessarily happier than non· 
Christians. But he did not define 
what he understood by the word 
'Christian.' 
Then, in the Dec:. 10 Issue, Mr. 
John Comeau pointed out the fact 
that the word 'Christian' is used in 
only a very restricted sense. But he 
too ended up portraying 
Christianity as a mere "philosophy 
shared by most of the Western 
World." One can easily see why he 
is no longer a Christian. 
He seemed to suggest that the 
fundamental issues facing 
mankind can be resolved by just 
reading "some basic philosophical 
works.' ' It may be be bas not yet 
come to realize the brute fact that 
philosophers throw dust into the air 
only to complain that they do not 
see, and that philosophy always 
buries its undertakers . The 
problem is not so much finding out 
what is nght as it is having the 
motivation to do what is right. 
Many, if not aU, of the great 
thinkers do not really live ac· 
cording to what they say. For 
example, a philosopher may go a 
long way to convince us that we do 
not have free will. But if you dare 
make bad moves to his dear 
daughter, he will react as if he does 
not necessarily attribute 
everything to mere physico-
chemical processes. Now, are we 
to just play with words, or are we 
to honestly and fearlessly face 
things as they really are? 
Besides, the establishment of 
law in any society Is based on the 
firm conviction that human beings 
are free moral agents. It is of no 
help to the young man who has 
committed rape to say that he just 
could not help it. He will simply 
find himself in prison! 
To make matters worse, some 
intellectual giants enrich them· 
selves by taking an unfair ad· 
vantage of the confusioll in 
people' s minds. In these days, Ayn 
Rand even goes as far as to teach 
her selfish followers that 
SelfiShness is a virtue! 
The world has tried the 
materialistic teachings in all of 
their possible variations but they 
have all failed . This strongly 
suggests that all of our problems 
originate from one big PROBLEM. 
And that the solutions to these 
problems must come from one big 
SOLUTION. 
The one, if there is any, to point 
out the SOLUTION must teach life 
and live it in such a way that both 
friends and enemies will testify 
that he is perfect. Also, since death 
thwarts our best efforts, he must 
destroy its power by rising from 
the dead . This can be true if and 
only if he is the very embodiment 
of the SOLUTION. Looking back 
over the years, we rind that the 
Man who has fully satisfied these 
condations is Jesus of Nazareth. 
I personally have no power to 
inhibit anybody from indulging in 
error. If you refuse to believe in 
Jesus, you have no excuse to make 
other than your heart. You cannot 
blame your belief on your in· 
teUigence. How about other people, 
equally intelligent, who profess 
belief on Him without apolOi}'? 
You only have your heart to 
question! 
We are tryint to 
generatint comptex 
Prot. Boyd in HiMins ''"•-"· 
Bussi 
Dear Editors: 
I found your article "Setback for 
Racists " very interes ting, 
especially considering Newspeak'• 
earlier editorial on the busina 
issue. At that time the bustng had 
been going on for ten full days, and 
there was still racial violence ; so 
the N~w•p~ak condemned busing. 
After all, ten days bad gone by -
surely enough time to draw con· 
elusions a bout the final result. 
Now, after a mere two months of 
busing, most of the violence has 
disappeared, and people are ac· 
tuaUy demonstrating in support of 
busing. All of a sudden the 
N~wspeak editors are out of step 
w1th public opinion. I think at's 
noteworthy how quickly they 
pulled an about race. Perhaps if 
they had thought things out more 
carefully at the start, the switcb 
would have been unnecessary. 
- David Wolff '71 
Mr. Wolf/, 
The antl-buslnB editorial wo1 
written In my absence back In 
October. The more recent editorial 
reflected my dl .. entinJ opinion. 
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Twas the week before Christmas and all through the school 
not a joyous face could be seen. Such always seems to be the case 
during the holiday season on this campus. It took some freshmen 
to remind me how the atmosphere here during the final days 
before Christmas lacks the once known Christmas spirit. At a 
time of the year when spirits should be at their highest, they are 
at their lowest. The last weeks of term are just too much of a 
burden to let one think about the wonderful holidays ahead. 
Yes, it's a depressing feeling to see so many dejected faces 
looking down at the ground worrying about that last test instead 
of rejoicing at the coming of the holidays ahead. I find it sad that 
students have to face such a gloomy situation. Searching the 
radio stations for a Christmas song, watching the TV for the 
Grinch and Charlie Brown -one has to grab for all he or she can 
get. Thus another Christmas season rushes by barely noticed. I 
must be going now, I &ave so much work to do before I can think 
of Christmas. 
. JMF 
P.S. Priase to those who took the time to squeeze a little holiday 
joy into these burdening weelu. 
( ' C:CLI 
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SOCIETY OF 
MATURE; t..OYERS 
CLOfl.loNG P"OWtBITl"D 
11n1mever busing for racial integration comes to 
In Boston right now, the "right to quality 
" is a phrase often bantered about. The 
nature. Society or your next door neighbor cannot 
give you the right to life. Nor can any other right be 
given to you. 
Now we return to the "right to education". How is 
education man's right? It is not his by his nature as is 
the right to life. Furthermore, an education can only 
be provided by the individual or by society. It is not a 
right. Therefore to bus children at public expense for 
the ''right to edu<;ation", quality or otherwise, makes 
no sense 
to a quality education" implies two things. It 
first a right to education, and this education 
be one of qua!Jty. For these reasons It Is proper 
children from one school to another. However, 
IS no such thing as a "right to quality 
term right is often used, but few people know 
a right is. A right is a moral principle that 
man's incUvtdual morality In a social context. 
man's relationships with others. The most 
is the right to life. This means a man is 
correct in taking actions he sees necessary to 
his own life by his own work, as long as these 
do not violate another's rights. It does not 
A second reason proponents of busing give is that 
the schools are segregated because of racial 
prejudice and, therefore, it is proper to bus children 
lo alleviate this racial imbalance. This means 
assigning children to schools on the basis of race. 
This is just as evil as an employer assigning jobs on 
the basis or race. Whether Cor racial segregation or 
integration, busing is a racist policy. 
In conclusion it becomes obvious that arguments 
Page 7 
Seniors and Graduate 
Students. Are you 
ready for now? 
Now is the time to explore the 
potential for professional achievement 
at the Naval Ordnance Station, 
Indian Head, Maryland (only 25 
miles from Washington, D.C.> 
The Naval Ordnance Station is a recognized 
leader in rocketry, missile and gun propulsion. 
We are involved in all aspects of this technology, 
from research, design, and development to pro-
duction and evaluation. Besides interesting and 
exciting career fields, the Naval Ordnance Sta-
tion offers fast advancement-both in responsi-
bility ana pay. (Special government salary rates 
available for Engineers.) 
Positions are available in 
Engineering • The Sciences 
Our representative will be on campus on 
January 30, 1975 
Sign up at the placement office for an 
interview. Don't miss this opportunity 
An Equal OppartunitJI EmploJI•r 
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<CPS-ENS) - If you've been 
having a hard time figuring out 
what to give your favorite fern or 
coleus for Christmas, look no 
longer. 
The Funny Forum of 
Indianapolis, Indiana bas released 
an album of music and poetry 
designed especially for the house 
plant. 
The LP is called "Vegetation 
Conversation: Music and Thoughts 
for Things in Pots," and it was 
made for "people who don't have 
time to entertain their lonely 
plants," according to the 
manufacturers 
The liner notes claim that the 
musical and poetry selections 
"provide the plant with the vocal 
vermiculite, audio attention, and 
musical manure to accelerate its 
growth and well-being In the 
owner's absence." 
Among the featured cuts are 
"Lament to a Plant," "Oh the 
Coleus," and "No Matter How 
Fertile, There's No Place Like 
Loam." 
- ---
that society or anyone else must provide him 
the means of survival. From this basic right all 
!lre derived. 
t~ WRITERS-WANTED for forced racial Integration are devoid or any 
rational thought. Proponents of this action can have t 
no understanding of what the issues involved are, or 4t 
who is being racist. ~ 
Mark Jankins 1 
CONTACT PETE MULVIHILL 
BOX 823 IF INTERESTED. 
-------
- t 
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lntersession Social Calendar 1974-1975 
Concert on )an. 13; 
Folk inger lllike :ieeger 
The mus1c Mike Seeger smgs and 
plays - on guitar, banjo, fiddle , 
autoharp, jewsharp. dulcimer , 
mandolin and harmonica - is 
oldtime music from the Southern 
mountains, a natural forerunner 
to bluegrass, country and western 
music and rock and roll, but a 
music which somehow seems to 
predict all three 
Some would can it genuine 
American folk music, traditional 
music, hiUbiUy music, or simp]y, 
"the real thing", and they would be 
right; but why limit ourselves to 
definitions when the music itself 
won't hold to them. One would also 
say that you can't bear this lUnd of 
music on a commercial . album 
anymore. Well, in most ways, you 
can't but, in one way or another it 
gets there just the same, 
sometimes directly, sometimes 
obliquely. as per the Band, the 
Byrds, the Burritos, Rod Steward, 
Ry Cooder, Boy Dylan, etal. Oyhm 
once said of this music : "There's 
nobody that's going to kill 
traditional music . All these 
songs ... tbey're not going to die. 
Mystery, just plain simple 
mystery, ia a fact, a traditional 
fact. In that music iJ the only true, 
valid death you can feel off a 
record player . I think it's 
meaninglessness is holy." And 110 
its meaningfulness, which is the 
same thinJZ. 
Mike Seeger is: an expert on the 
folk music of Appalachia and the 
Southern Mountains , country 
music of all kinds and bluegrass 
music. He was born in a famous 
American folk music family . His 
father . Charles Seeger, is a well 
known musicologist. His mother, 
Ruth Crawford Seeger, was a 
pioneer composer or modern music 
and compiled several well known 
folk song books. Pete Seeger is his 
brother. and Peggy Seeger, 
another well known folk singer. is 
his sister. 
Mike is a member of the New 
Lost City Ramblers, who have 
fifteen albums on Folkways 
Records, and are now the oldest 
and most respected folk group. He 
has recorded another fifteen 
albums either solo, with his sister 
Peggy, wife Alice, or with the 
Strange Creek Singers (Mike, 
Tracy Schwartz, Alice Gerrard, 
Hazel Dickens and Lamar Grier> . 
Mike also has collected 
traditional folk music extensively 
throughout the South. This bas 
resulted in more than 25 LP's by 
his informants. Among his major 
discoveries and rediscoveries are 
Elizabeth Cotten and Dock Boggs. 
Mike is a member or the Newport 
Folk Foundation and the National 
Folk Festival, and directs the 
Smithsonian Folklife Company. 
"10~1111 nmea" - JanUIIJ 8 
January 6 
Bottle Hill 
In 1ns. Bottle Hill was the name 
or the American Colonaal Town 
that became Madison, New Jersey. 
In the Coffee House and College 
concert circuit today. BotUe Hill is 
entertainment - six young men on 
mcredible energy, imagination, 
and musical ability, who form ont> 
or the most versatile and 
refreshing string bands heard in a 
long lime. 
Fiddle, guitar, and five-string 
banjo combine with string base, 
mandolin and dobro guitar in 
playing material ranging from 
traditional southern mountain 
tunes to contemporary vocal 
harmonies and novelty numbers 
that have been billed as a 
''bluegrass music version of the 
mothers or invention" . Also 
featured is the hammered 
dulcimer, an ancient instrument 
resembling the harpsichord, 
playing dance music and original 
songs tn arrangements that have 
delighted audiences at concerts 
and music festivals for the past 
three years. 
Each concert performance In-
cludes a variety of material from 
the Bottle Hill Album, "a rumor In 
their own time" biograph BLP·RC 
6006 plus original songs and vocal 
arrangements, and audience 
participation through sing-a-longs 
and square dancing. 
lntersession 
Activities 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
CALENDAR 
INTEASESSION 1974·76 
January 8, Monday 
Spectrum - 8 ottle Hill 
Concert, Southern Mountain 
Muelc 
Coffee Houaa. 8:00 p.m 
Jenu.,v 7. Tueadav 
Clnemuech - .. King of 
hearte" 
Alden. 7:JO p.m. 
January 7, Tunday 
Bottle Hill - Southern 
Mountain Square Dance 
Coffee Houte, 8;00 p.m 
January I. Thuradey 
Clnematech " Modern 
Tlm3t" - Charita Chaplin 
Feature 
Alden, 7:30 p .m . 
January 10. Friday 
Technlchon Science ActiOft 
Movie• 
Jepena .. Moneter Double 
7•00 p.m. - "Earth vt. the 
Flylog Seucerw" 
1:30 p.m . - "Dnuoy t.l 
Mon11era" 
Both In Alden. Admiaalon 7k 
Januerv 11. Saturday 
Technlchon Science Action 
Movies 
71)0 p.m - Mr. FT3derlek 
Pohl, Selene• fiction Author 
1:00 p.m. - "Soylent Green~ 
with Charlton Heaton 
10:45 p . m. - " A oblneon 
Cruaoe on Mars" 
All In Alden. Admlnlon t1.00 
January 12. Sunday 
Lana and Llehta Movie 
January 13. Monday 
Mike Seeger In Concert 
Coffee Houee. 8 :00 p. m . 
Jenuery 14. Tueadey 
Clnemeteeh - "The tall 
Blond Men With One Blec~ 
Shoe" 
Alden, 7:30 p.m . 
January 16. Wednesday 
The John Paine Jnz uertet 
Coffee Houae. 8 15 p m . 
Januery 11S, Thursday 
Clnemetech - "Playtime" 
Alden. 7 30 p m 
THE BOTTLE HILL CONCERT 
will be held on 
Monday, Jan. 6 at 8:00p.m. 
in the Coffee House. 
The following evening in the Coffee House, at 8:00 p.m., Bottle 
Hill will hold a Southern Mountain Square Dance. 
· Bring Your Partner! 
"line of Hearts" - Janu1ry 1 r-------, 
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INTERSESSION PROBLEMS? 
Many courses now have openings in them. If you 
haven't registered yet or wish to make some changes 
stop by any morning. Still more courses will open up 
December 16. 
Harriet Kay, Boynton 201 B, Ext. 533 
~---------~------, 
lntersession Sports Events 
SPORTS EVENTS 
Saturday, Jan. 11 
Varsity Basketball vs. Amherst, Awa:v. 8:00 p.m. 
Varsity Swimming vs. Coast Guard. Home. 3:30p.m. 
Friday, Jan. 17 
I Students interested in doing a project I 
::~ 1 with General Electric in Schenectady, N.Y. t 
I see either Professor Lanyon in Atwater, tt Varsity Swimming vs. Kt>ene State College. Away, 7:00p.m. 
~ t . 1 Kent or Dave Salomaki in Morgan 418 (Box f Saturday, Jan. 18 
Jrn t 1866). • 
•rn l----------------J Varsity Wrestling vs. Williams and RPI, Away. 12:00 Noon lll
I he 
... 
7lc: 
ion 
•on 
1.00 
It 
THURSDAY, DEC. 19 
8:00 - 11 :00 p.m. 
is 
Dance Nite At the Pub 
Be There And Be Ready to Boogie 
For Dick Gregory Book List, 
Write to Address Below: 
DICK GREGORY 
Health P .0. Box No. 2&6 
Plymouth, Mus. 02360 
Thanks to Marc & Brad 
For the Sound in the Pub. 
PEOPLE WITH FORESIGHT 
LOOKING FOR OPPORTUNITY, ADVANCEMENT, PAY .,)~ 
* STARTING SALARY OVER #10,000 11 
-FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE WHILE STILL IN COLLEGE 1k 
* COURSES ONLY ONE SEMESTER PER YEAR • 
* NO CONFLICT WITH OTHER COURSES * 
* NO OBLIGATION UNTIL THE JUNIOR YEAR • 
ENTRY AVAILABLE JAN 28 THRU FEB 10 
WPI .... CALL 752-7209 FOR ROTC AT 
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Worcntn Pol.\ tfthnlc lnlillt•~ 
l•lerlralf'mit~ ( 'CMlllcll Sigma Pi term with lx original pledg and now numbering eleven. The followang guys ha vc pledged Sigma 
Pa : Nelb Anderson, Pat BarUev 
John Bergman. Rick Egerton; 
Steve Kanevska, Bob Osborne. 
Dave Tate, Dave ThibodeJiu, Marc 
Warren. Wes Wheeler and Keith 
Williams. 
Corner ll 's bc(>n quite an active term here at Sigma Pa to say the least. Pledging began the achvities of the 
SAE 
It' been a pretty hectic end of 
the term but the brothers and 
pledges or SAE have found time to 
participate an some very worth· 
while projects in the last couple 
of weeks. A community service 
oroiect held at Friendly House of 
IS IT REALLY GOOD NEWS? 
Worcester was a great success due 
to the exceUent participation of 
virtually all brothers and pledges. 
The project involved the redoang of 
their gym floor, the paintina of a 
hallway and several rooms, and 
also some yard work. It was not 
only the satisfaction gained by 
doing a good deed for the com· 
munlty but also the psyche, team 
spint. and cooperation shown that 
It's been over a month now since the WPI Christian Bible Fellowship 
handed out free copies of the Good Newa. Have you given any thought to 
what that liUe entails? Ia it really Good news? 
You only have to read the papers or watch TV to realize that most of 
the news reaching you today is pretty bad. What with war, inflation , 
crime, and con-uption ad l..nfinitum, one hu to look pretty deep to find 
anythmg cheerful. No wonder people aay "No news is good news.'' Even 
most "good news" is that nothing worse has happened. But what about 
the news that is considered to be really good? 
Well, quite often good news for some is bad news for others. As long 
as we gauae &ood news to materialistic things, this is the way It must be. 
A basic tenet or economics is that in general demand for resources, 
capital, etc. wiD always exceed the supply, this is why plannina is 
necessary. So if one penon receives, another does not. As Jesus said, 
'The poor ye have always with you." One only has to look at how huae 
waae Increases, though perhapa justifiable, cause adverse economic 
repercuuions. 
Also, &ood news, beca~~~e It comes to some, can cause envy in others. 
There is always competition for politioo, or power, or affection, there are 
wmners and lOiei'S. The distribution ol these rewards is usally as lopsided 
as m01t distribut.ioos in tbe world, and there seems to be no indication 
that this wOJ cbanae. "'Jbe rlc:h get richer and the JW)Or &et poorer." As 
Ions as selfisbneu and greed exist, this wUl be so. 
Finally, 1ood news does not last. It is very bard to remain happy In 
earthly pumaita. There are let downs, there is treachery, disease and 
accident. 'lbere are changes that must be met, and as soon as one threat 
is knocked down, there always seems to be another to take Ita place. The 
futl.D't cannot be accurately predicted by the authorities, because men 
are unpredictable in human undentandJ.nB. What ever happened to 1ood 
news catcb phrases lUte "the War to end all wars," "peace in our lime," 
and "peace witb boaor"? 
How can a self1Jr0Claimed Ouistian be 10 pesaimlatic:'! On the con· 
trary, I am optimistic. Earthly &ood news Is an illUIOI'Y tbiJ18, but I'd like 
you tolbareGoodoewsfrom Our Heaveoly Fatherwbich is very real. As 
tbe ansel said at the blrth of Christ, "Bebold, I brin& you (COOd tidinp of 
lfeat joy, which lhall be to all people. For \Blto you is born tbla day lD the 
city ol David a Saviour, which is Cbrilt tbe Lord" (Luke 2 :10.11). 
Hop"Jully, the birth of Quist Ia not news to you. After all, the Christmas 
holiday ls meant to celebrate that P,rious event. But maybe you haven't 
heard that He can be your personal Saviour. And that His death and 
resurrect1oa bave eanceOed the power of aln over you, if you will only 
accept Him into your beart 8Dd let Him pide your life. And best of all, 
thla &ift is free for everyone, reprcDeu or their condition, or put life. 
But the special power and idenUfyin& featl.ft of Good news is that it 
improves the quality of life, but only for t.hoH wJlo allow it to touch their 
mind and spirit. Are you seekinl to undentand and accept the promise of 
et.emalulvation and abundant life throuCh Quist, Our Saviour'! God iJ 
not wiWDI that one shouJd perish, this is wby Hia Love Ia 10 freely and 
Impartially &fvea. I sugeet that you take the time to become acquainted 
with the detalla; don't just read the he.acDine.s. lt is truly the greatest news 
the world baa ever known, and just as tn1e today as at any previous time. 
Why not make a New Year'• reeolutJon, or better still bel1n now to 
attend the Cbriat.ian Bible Fellowabip on 'lbunday eveninp at 7 :30 in the 
Janet Earle Room in Alden buement. Heer the Good oewa and see Jt in 
action. 
-RodneyDUl 
law Frat. House 
Zeta PSI 
The nationwide fraternity ol Zeta 
Psi has choleo to establish ita 
thirty-seventh chapter on the WPI 
campus. They are in the process of 
looking for WPI students 
c regardless of class l to be founding 
members of the chapter Zeta P ·i 
prades iLo;elf 1n havang chapt~rs in 
some or the best coUeges an North 
America and in havang the largest 
frntcm1ty scholarship fund 1n the 
nata on. 
ZCta P I is unaque an not 
estabhshmg ats C'hapters accordang 
to very stract national guidelines, 
bulin rounding chapters to fit the 
student hfe of the school according 
to outlines set up by the founding 
members of the chapter. Therefore 
they are looking for any students 
who have an Interest in ht>lping 
create and build a new chapter on 
the WPl campus, a house creatt'd 
by the student to fit his needs. 
If you are intt.>rcsted or ha\'e any 
queshons about Zeta P::;1, rlcase 
\\rate a note or call Gary Loeb, Box 
1329, i52-o751 or Doug Elhot, Fuller 
09, 799-18-tS. 
made u.c !)rojec:t a truly rewarding weekend between the two weeks of 
experien"e tor all Involved. lntersession. This Is a time for the 
SAE went Christmas carolina brotherhood to &et away from the 
Thursday night, and the Olr1stmaa everyday routine at acbool and at 
tunes and the brandy from our the house and to spend a very 
SOCial department kept everyone in enjoyable weekend at Barlin 
a ''good Christmas spirit." Farms Retreat Center. It is also a 
Speaking of singing, SAE ~ noted time of much serious discussion 
nationally as a singin& fraternity and constructive criticism, and is 
and we have many songs which are sort or an evaluation period which 
part of our national heritage. ln an keeps our house heading In the 
effort to promote brotherhood and right direction . There is also an 
good spirit Mass. Delta chapter is entertainment night which in· 
compiling a "sonsbook or gross eludes skits and monologues put on 
songs" to bt> distributed to chap· b)l the brothers. A special at· 
ters throUihout the nation. So far traction this year will be an ap-
the effort has been quite a success: pearance by "Weasel Wany", our 
many chapters have reaonded newly formed house rock band. 
including one of our Vermont SAE has sotten orr to a good start 
chapters which sent over twenty in intramural basketball with two 
pages of music and lyrics for gl"OSS wins and one game remaining 
songs! before term break. Although the 
As of the writing or this article, team will be mining last year's 
we are Jookin1 forward to a sue- seniors "Stick" Patty and "Ralph" 
cessful Christmas party Saturday Beaupre, coaches Dzialo and 
njgbt and the use of our new Harabedian hope to put it aU 
marble-top bar for the first time. together with a lot of psyche, 
Also, at this time let me say tbat team-.,rk, and hustle. Wednesday 
although our parties are not widely night hockey is still in at the boule 
advertised due to a lack of space in and we hope to get up some inter-
our party room, WPI faculty and house games C term . If any houses 
students are always welcome. So if are interested just get in touch with 
you've got nothing to do on a our Sports Olairman, Bob SUck. 
Saturday night come down and l'Jin WeU, that's the news down at 
us; we like to see new faces! SAE. In closing, the brothers and 
Tuesday is our Christmas party pledges of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
for underpriviledged children and would like to extend to all WPI 
the pledges have been doing a good faculty, employees, and students 
job of organizing that effort. our wishes for a very MERRY 
One of the moat beneficial events CHRISTMAS and a happy holiday 
for our bouse is our annual retreat season. 
weekend which is coming up the - - Dan Hock 
nae marathon basketball game 
went smoothly here thanka to the 
efforts of Jam Buss, our activalie. 
chairman . Also dunng the 
~·eekend Sagrna Pi's basketbal 
team made its presence knoq 
wath wtns over a Holy Cross team 
'Aath WPI's crew team. Bob'a 
Brazerko Lounge, our second 
team, also played a good game 
although losing to the Wastos. 
Some other miscellaneous thinp 
happenmg at Sigma Pi are the 
SCOPE tutoring program for 
North Hagh School students, ow 
VISiting Lancoln Hall and a vic-
torious pledge raid by our pledges 
The SCOPE program is headed t, 
Chuck CBoris l Riedel. Brotben 
from our house tutor the students 
for about one hour a week. L1ncoll 
Hall was an experience we won1 
forget for awhile. We hopped an ow 
cars with a keg of beer and visited 
our friends at Lincoln. As for the 
pledge raid, il happened. 
In sports our basketball team 
has a record of 2..0 by playing a wet 
balanced first game while in ocw 
second game Terry Wilson was tilt 
whole eame. Bob's Brazeru 
Lounge IS 0·2 but steadily Im-
proving Our bowling team also aat 
off to a good start with a victory. 
Our doorbell just rang, 12:• 
a.m. We're going to sing Christmu 
carols with Cedar Hall . Tile 
brothers of Sigma Pi wla 
everyone a safe and happy holidaJ 
season . 
Glenn Andrews 
LCI "Kidnaps" BdC Dorm 
President To lid. leedJ 
On Saturday' November 21, tbe 
brothers ofl.embda au Alpba held 
a Tba.nlulivinl Food Drive wltb 
Becker Junior CoUece. That af. 
temoon thirty of the brothen, 
dreaed as Mafia style g~n~~ten. 
abducted the pre:s.ldents of tbe 
fifteen Becker donna. Informed 
ahead of time, the girls of each 
dorm off.-ed as r&DIOm turkeys 
and Thanksgiving foodstuffs which 
PORSCHE 1973, 914, exc. cond.: 
AM-FM stereo, Amcncan Racing 
mag wheel white; asking $5500. 
Call Joel 752·3379. 
they bad collected oYer tbe 
previous week. By tbe eDCI of tbe 
afternoon all fifteen presidents had 
been "raoaomed", and well over 
one tbouaand doUan worth of 
canned aoods and other food, in· 
cllldinc thirty six turkeya, were 
collected. 
Results of the drive were better 
than anticipated and to abow their 
appreciation, Lambda Chi held a 
CAPE COD SUM~R 
Planning on comln_g to the Cape 
th1s ummt-.r to work or play? 
Wnte no\\ £or valuable pamphlet 
covermg where to stay, what to 
expect to J>8Y for it , where h start 
party for .U involved tblt eYtiDialo 
~ were awarded to tilt 
three clortu. tb.a l amauecl the mGII 
food . 
The Salvation Army a ... 
Friendly House were till 
benefactors of the drive. The fc* 
was uaed to aid their Tha.nklllviiC 
programs for the needy of w .. 
cest.er. 
looking for work, what types d. 
JObs are available. average wagtl 
& much more. 
Sent $1.00 and a self-addresllll 
~tamped envelope to ... CAPE COD 
SUMMt;R, BOX 45, CEN· 
TER\'Il,LI•:. MAS.'\ 0'~632 
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Sports Highlights 
WPJ Five 
Remain Undefeated 
byGrog1no 
Move over Holy Cross and make room Cor Worcester Tech in the 
ks or the undefeated. 
For WHO??? 
Yes, the Worcester Tech basketball team won its third straight game 
the season 79-78 at Bowdoin Wednesday night to remain unbeaten. 
A little sluggish from the three hour bus ride to Bowdoin, WPI Cell 
,•llf'•nutn quickly in the early going. Despite a 60 per cent shooting per-
ll:"'''...,~'~~:by the polar bears, WPI was able to pull to within 10, 43-38 at half 
,lhfl•hirttt some fine outside shooting by co-<:aptain Kevin Mischler. 
When WPI feU behind 54--46 early in the second half it was Jim 
1Rr·Pnt1An again who lead the WPI comeback. Brennan, Peter Krupinsky 
ca-<:aptam Jim Aceto hit on baskets in an eleven pt. spree which tied 
. Aceto, who was saddled with four fouls in the first half put the 
.... '""'""''"'"" ahead to stay, 72-70 with five mmutes left in the game. 
•Kl1•wnmn threatened with 54 seconds left in the game when they came to 
thin two, 78-76, and it was here that Brennan hit the first of a one and 
which was to be the margin of victory When Ron LaLiberty batted 
a rebound with three seconds left, that was all for the Polar Bears 
is year. 
The balanced WPI scoring attack, which saw five players reach 
figures was lead by Jim Aceto with 20 points, following Aceto were 
Mischler and Ron LaLiberty with 14 points apiece, Peter 
nsky with 13, and Jim Brennan with 12. The Bowdoin scoring was 
Worcesterite Jim Small who had 16 - 10 of which came in the 
half. · 
WPI's unbeaten record will be tested this week when the Engineers 
on Union Tuesday night and Springfield Thursday night. Fortunately 
games will be played in the friendly confines of Harrington 
. Two wins would make WP15..(). Let's ho~ they don't end up 
another New England team that started out 5 and o. 
WPI Women 
Trounce 
Becker 
by Mreg & Frum 
:\11\an* l al~r*U<'d Ia plnlna 
nne. "'n·o n_. heckf• '" Tnm c·. 
pl~a•t ha•* a T~am 11,11. NNtla('l mf' 
~fwl' c brl•lma•: 
Jtft"UCOA 
Ko-< Z%11 
7!1-t-1111 , E~l . 111 ~ 
II 
Basketball 
by Haallngs 
A record 32 teams have entered 
this year's Intra-Mural basketball 
program. With the number of 
entries it should prove to be a 
successful and interesling year. 
The teams are split Into three 
divisions. There are 11 entries in A 
and C divisions, with 10 in division 
B. 
In division A it looks like KAP 
CAl and SPE O > battling it out for 
the top spot. KAP, with Bob Simon 
and Alan Briggs, promises to be 
near the top at the end. SPE will be 
led by Rick Rudis and Gary 
Pearson. A dark horse in this 
division could be SAE. 
In division B the defendirig 
champs LCA , led by Chris Keenan 
and rookie Peter Rowden, promise 
to be strong again. The highly 
touted Cavs, will return mosUy 
with veterans, will be the main 
challenger in this division Other 
teams to watch out for in divisioo B 
are the Squires, SP C I), and ATO 
(1 ). 
Division C looks as if It will be the 
toughest. There should be four 
strong teams fighting It out for the 
top rung, Black Student Union 
IBSU ), Over the HIU Gang COTH>, 
FIJI Il l, and High Body Paint Co. 
<HBPC l. 
These teams are undefeated and 
should remain so until C term when 
they will start to play each other In 
their respective divisions. This 
year's rM season may be the best 
ever, with a lot or strong com-
petition, so don't miss it. 
Grapplers Boost 
RecOrd to 3 - 2 
by Rick Dew and John Conlestlble 
The wrestling team has started the season off with a dual borne meet 
win and two losses on the road. There have been 21 individual wins in the 
four matches, of this 15 have been by freshmen, four by upperclassmen 
and two by forfeit. 
The talented group of freshmen are led by 134 lb. Kevill Northridge 
and 1581b. BIIJ Diedrich, both of whom bavewon all four of their matches. 
The season started at Bosyon CoUege wltb a loss 21-15. Winners were 
freshmen Mike Beaudoin 1 126) 12-6 decision ; Northrid&e pin at 4 ;36; Jim 
Gorman •l142l 10·3 decis1on: and Diedrich 8·2 decision. 
The following day WPI hosted a trl·meet with Tufts and Trinity, and 
won both matches. The first maach was WPI-Trlnity with the final score 
Z1-L2. Freshmen winners were: Northridge and Beaudoin by forfeit ; 
Gorman 6-1 decision ; Bryce Granger ClSOl 8-2 decision and Diedrich by a 
7-2 decision . Sophomore 118lber Steve Barnicle won an 8-2 decision and 
junior Rick Dew won a 3·1 decision at heavyweight. 
The Tufts match started off with a great performance by Steve 
Barnicle with a pin at 28 seconds. Mike Beaudoin followed with a pin at 
1:46. Kevin Northridge then won a 14-0decision. The 142lb. match was the 
most exciting of the day with freshman Jim Gorman tying a former third 
place finisher in the New England Tournament. Bryce Granger won a 5.() 
decision ; Diedrich pin at 3:09 and junior Bob Winter with a pin at 40 
seconds. 
The Tufts-Trinity match went down to the heavyweights wiUl Trinity 
winning 27·25. 
The team traveled to Coast Guard on Tuesday night and lost 34-6. The 
only winners for Tech were Kevin Northridge 10-6 and Diedrich 9-1 . 
On Saturday, December 14, the WPI wrestling team traveled to 
Brunswick, Maine to wrestle the Bowdoin College team. WPI prevailed 
by a 27-17 score mostly due to the superiority of WPI's light and mid· 
dleweight wrestlers. This win increased WPI's record to three wins and 
two losses going into the Christmas recess . 
Last Monday night the women or 
WPI brought a litUe life to the dark 
and dusty Alumni gym. Their 51-24 
triumph over the Becker Junior 
girls basketball team terminated 
what could have been a dismal 
precedent. The girls lost their rirst 
aame on Becker's cramped home 
eourt. More relaxed and better 
practiced, the girls rebounded with 
WPI Trackmen Win 
The meet started with WPI's soph 118 lber Steve Barnicle losing a 
tough 6-3 decision. However Freshman Mike Beaudoin got WPI rolling 
with an impressive pin over Mike Schockettin 5:26. Bowdoin forfeited to 
WPI frosh Kevin Northridge at 134. This brought Kevins record to 5..(). At 
142lbs. frosh Jim Gornian again faced a New England Tournament place 
winner from 1973-74. His opponent was sixth place N.E . 150 lb. finisher 
Steve Demaio. Again Jim came out victorious with a 6-4 decision. At 150 
Bowdoin was again forfeiting to WPI. At this point the WPI coaches used 
some strategy in sending out reserve 142 lber. Bill Kelm to accept the 
forfeit making the team score 21-2 (Bowdoin lost one team point at 142 
won a team violation >. At this point two wms or a pin would ice the meet 
for WPI . Freshman Bryce Granger moved up from 150 to 158 and lost a 8-3 
decision Next at 167 lbs the s trategy was successful . Freshman Bill 
Diederich gave WPI the win by defeating his 167lb. foe with a pin in 1:43. 
This gives Bill a 5.() record at this time. WPI then suffered three loses in a 
row as Tom Chesser lost 6-1 at 177, Bob Winter lost H at 190, and Craig 
Arcaui was pinned at hwt. in 1:44. 
solid win to brighten their outlook 
on the upcoming season. 
by A.B. 
With strong support in the jumping events, WPI was able to overturn 
both Bentley and Maine Maritime Academy in an indoor track meet on 
Saturday. WPI collected 63 points to Bentley's 40and Maritimes 26. lt was 
the first and second wins against two defeats for the Engineer indoor 
team. 
The Engineers completely 
inated the first quarter, 
lbooting 10 for 13 from the floor for 
1 20-2 lead at the first buuer. Terry 
led the hrst half sconng 
popping 12 of her 15 total 
points before the half Game htgh 
was WPJ's Sue Germain 
18, followed by teammate 
Bob Donte was WPI's only double winner with victories in the long 
and triple jumps. He was followed by the contingent or Paul Varadian, 
Lance Sunderlin, and Carl Blomberg who proceeded to shutout the other 
teams in both events. Other winners were Jim Howe in the high jump 
wtlh a height of 6'·3", Chris Owen in the 600 yd. dash and the two mile 
relay team of Peter Kane, Dave Fowler, Alan Briggs, and Chris Keenan 
who combined for an 8:14.8 clocking. Other places w~re Jeff Wnek second 
in the mile and two mile. John Smith second in the 60 yd. dash , Gary 
Pearson second in the pole vault, and freshman Bruce Jenhet second in 
the 1000 yd run. The meet concluded a bnef pre-Chnstmas season which 
w11l not commence again until C term . 
WPI 's next meet is January 18th at Williams with RPI also at the 
meet. The next home meet is in term C on Feb. 1 when WPI wil1 host 
crosstown rival Holy Cross and Lowell State. 
ary Donovan with 11. Rounding 
out the starting five were captain 
Pat Graham and Ann Dyer. The 
l of the squad includes Lynne 
•u•: ..... ov, Michele Beaupre. Mary 
Polanik, Terry Murphy, Karen 
Bird, Mary Hainsworth, Diane 
Cunn, Carol Greenwood, Laurie 
Cardos1k, Amy Schneider, and 
Karen Swan!'lon . The team is 
toached by Don Green, a WPI 
student, who has given much or his 
time building this team's ability. 
The women's basketball team 
should realize Its goal of two 
successive . winning seasons with 
support from the WPI community. 
Come to the games and support 
your team!: 
Upcoming 
Sports Events 
Tue.day. Dec. 17 
Varstty Basketball vs. Union , Home, 8:00p.m. 
. J .V. Ba!lketball vs. Worcester Jr .• Home, 6:00p.m. 
Thunday, Dec. 19 
Varsity & J .V. Basketball vs. Springfield, Home, 8:00p.m . 
Hockey Club vs . Fitchburg Stale, Away, 8:45p.m . 
Strange 
Phrases 
by Gary Loeb 
Last lime you were in Alumni Gym, did you notice 
s trange phrases, such as, " Hit that Catch!" "Slow on 
the Slide!" or, " Arms, Body, Legs!'' eminating from 
one of those tiny rooms above the squash courts? 
These phrases are part of the terminology of one of 
the toughest and most unique sports on campus, 
Crew, the sport of competilive rowing. ' 
Crew is one of the few sports <Very few sports ) that 
practices throughout the whole school year, rowing 
during Terms A, part of C, and D, and working in the 
gym lilting weights, running, and rowing on the 
ergometer during the winter months Cthe winter 
workout is the source of the strange voices above the 
squash courts!> . 
Currently there are about ftfty oarsmen. coxwains 
<the little guys who steer the boats and yell a lot> and 
coaches, working hard to improve their physical 
condition in preparation for a tough and exciting 
Spring season of racing. Most of the Spring races this 
year are on our "home course" on Lake Quln-
sigamond giving more opportunities for Tech 
students to cheer the Crew to victory. In mid-April 
t)le Crew will attempt to win the Worcester City 
Championship for an unpresldented fourth year in a 
row Cthe trophy is in Harrington's front ham against 
Clark, Assumption, and a strong Holy Cross crew. 
For those of you who would like to try out for a sport 
c.but can't find one you like> try Crew. Just come up to 
the Crew room upstairs in Alumni Gym by the indoor 
track, ask for " Floyd" or "Groucho," and say, " I 
want to row '!!'' 
Simon Sars 
This will be the last column I'll be writing con· 
taining any predictions. The next paper doesn't come 
out until C term, and by that time, football will be all 
over. 1 will Jet you know my complete record at that 
time. As of this writing, the pro football playoffs had 
not all been determined yet, therefore 1 will just pick 
the college bowl games now. l will be picking the pro 
grames also, but all you '11 know of them is the results. 
I was only 7-ii last week and as of December 9 my 
record stood at llo-68-3 . That leaves 32 games yet to 
be decided. My goal is now 135 wins. 
Here are the Bowl Games : 
Tangerine Bowl 
Miami <Obio)-30 
Astro-Biuebonnet Bowl 
N. Carolina St. - 35 
Fiesta Bowl 
Brigham YOWlg - 23 
Peacti Bowl 
Vanderbilt-17 
Sun Bowl 
North Carolina - 24 
Gator Bowl 
Auburn - 18 
Sugar Bowl 
Nebraska - 'n 
Cotton Bowl 
PennSt.- 24 
Rose Bowl 
OhioSt. - 14 
Orange Bowl 
Notre Dame- 26 
Georgia - 21 
Houston - 30 
Oklahoma St.-20 
Texas Tech - 16 
Mississippi St. - 17 
Texas - 14 
Florida - 17 
Baylor - 18 
Southern Cal. - 12 
Alabama - 25 
Quotes Of The Week 
That Didn't Mak-e It 
- I don't believe anything unless I believe it myself. 
- I taught Al Goldstein something about sex. 
- (Conversation with a WPI female staff member) 
Q. Where's your psyche? 
A. I left it home in bed. 
- Linda's a nice girl. 
- I'm not sure about the future of this newspaper seeing as 
Bob Fried didn.'t run for editor. 
- What ever happened to Bob Fried - Ble.c;sing or Curse? 
- There ~s a sucker born every minute. 
(Heard after the Newspeak Elections) 
Merry Christmas To All 
!it.JF··! 1 in ComPETeNT. 
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